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Volume CHI THE WOOSTER VOICE FEBRUARY 27, 1937 NUMBER 23
President Copeland - Announces
Tuition Hike: '12.940.00'
David A. Dean :
I On Fehruarv 20.1987jl. President Copeland announced that
' Wooster's comprehensive fee for the
1987-8- 8 academic year would be
' 12,940.00. Students received letters
The Wooster
History was made at The
Wooster Voice on February 23,
1987. For the first time in the
history of The Voice, theof&Cal
publication of the students of The
College of .Wooster, permanent
journalistic and position guidelines
were voted on by the Editorial
board during the Monday meeting.
. Attending were David A. Dean.
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International Coffee House Tonight in Lowry
President cites quality
from Dr. Copeland announcing this --
increase which were also sent to
underclassmen parents as well.
Copeland cites Wooster's "efforts to
continue to increase the range and
Voice Approves
Editor-in-Chie- f. Kate Wolfe,
Managing Editor, Pam Rhoads,
Copy Editor, Meskerem Gebrikidan,
Associate Editor and Lisa Fetterman,
Layout Editor.
"In order to assure a quality,
publication mere was a real need for
concrete guidelines mat would be
carried over each year." commented
Dean. Consistency is the one
V .
academic programs, elevated status and faculty
quality of the educational
opportunities offered at Wooster."
Copeland also cites the
following reasons for Woosters'
tuition increase; In September of
Proposal
problem mat has plagued the Voice
from the very beginning." The
Wooster Voice is an independent
student publication chartered by
Campus Council and is under the
dictates of the Publication
Committee, which is composed of
students, faculty and administrators.
Over the past four years
several journalistic problems
surfaced which required The Voice to
take action. Unable to deal with
those problems effectively and
consistently was a major reason for
the guideline's inception. "Policy
would change from editor to editor
and not always for the better. In the
past an editor would only be required
to answer about journalistic policy
when a specific case would arise.
Sound guidelines and public
awareness of these guidelines were
in order Future generations will
look back at this meeting and thank
us for the keen foresight that the
staff incorporated during the
deliberations."
Some of the areas approved
were the following; position
requirements for the Editor-in-Chie- f,
1986 Vice President ot Academic
Affairs, Dr. Donald Harward,
announced mat Barron's. "Profiles of
American Colleges, a guide for
prospective students, had upgraded
the academic standards of Wooster
from "Competitive" to "Very
Competitive.' Wooster's elevation
now ranks the institution among
some of the very finest colleges in
America.
Committment by the
faculty, die Board of Trustees, and
the recent renovations and
Associate Editor. Lay-o- ut Editor.
Managing Editor, Copy Editor.
Photo Editor, Circulation Director
and Business Manager. "In almost
any instance it will be the discretion
of the editor to amend or remove
requirements that heshe may
delegate elsewhere." commented
Dean. The opening statement of the
Journalistic Guidelines permits the
editorial board of any given year to
amend the guidelines as they see fit.
Under the Guidelines the following
areas have been organized; Editorial
policy. Artistic submissions.
Business policy. Advertisement
policy. Application requirements for
positions. Salaries and Honorariums,
News and Feature submission
policies and Journalistic. Standards
overalL
"What we did was approve
guidelines that would effectively
ensure the smooth production of the
'Voice and ni"""''1 high level of
professionalism." commented Dean.
Center
construction of new campus
buildings are just a few of the
reasons Copeland cites for the
"
increase. Copeland did stress.
however, that although the Pew
Memorial Grant, aimed at funding
the "Sophomore Seminar", and other
endowments from research groups
were indirect indicators he states
"they represent the independent
assessments of those most
concerned with evaluating the
relative strengths of colleges."
Final approval will come from the
Publication Committee where all
recommendations will be
jointly approved. It is my hope
and wish that future editors will
elaborate and make the policies
more applicable as they see fit.
This is just the beginning of
something really great."
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The Wooster Voice
Founded November 13, 1883
Published by the students of
The College of Wooster,
Wooster. Ohio
David Dean, Editor-in-Chi- ef
Kate Wolfe, Managing Editor
Meskerem Gebrikidan
Associate Editor
Chris Shilts, Sports Editor
Lisa Fetterman Layout Editor
Pam Rhoads Copy Editor.
On.TIieXIgSiteF Side
Dear Students and Parents,
I write to inform you that WoosLer's comprehensive fee
for 1987-8- 8 will be $12,940.00. This decision, which you may
think is utterly asinine reflects our efforts to Increase the range
and quality of our pompous egos, greed and effete
inteilectualism which we offer each student at the College.
Over the past decade, give or lake ten yean, or al least
since I'VE been here, the faculty and Trustees have significantly
increased the amount of your hard-earne-d dollars which we have
forced you to pay for this vague concept of a liberal arts ;
education.. Our salaries have all skyrocketed significantly, the '
housing situation has reached a stable mediocrity and we've r
gotten several new buildings which I have happily put my ol'
John Hancock on. In short, we've really pulled a fast one on : s
y'all!
As a result of all our concern over outward --
appearances, public relations smaltzing and concentrated :: -.-- h
emphasis of style over substance and a real quality education . --
and student life, we are a real beaut today. In the new edition of
"Robber Baron's" "Profile of American Colleges," Wooster has '
been upgraded from "Damned expensive" to "incredibly screwed ;
up." We now fall into an elite category wuii the Ivy League ? i i
colleges, and twenty leading research universities. We have
pole-vault-ed into a category where we will be able, in the near :
future, to admit only spoiled "C" students whose daddies make
over $300,000 dollars per year.
Invisibly Yours,
Hank "Yank-It-Awa- y" Cope!and
President. Increase U.
PRe-ALG- etm
1
Social Darwinism
Is it alive and well
at Wooster?
This past week President Copcland announced that
Woosier's comprehensive fee for the 1987-8- 8 academic year
would be SI 2,940.00. Dr. Copcland cites Wooster's
committment to quality education that will inevitably solve the
complexities of this "technological age." Committment on
behalf of the faculty and Trustees, improved academic and
athletic facilities and the elevation from "competitive" to "very
competitive" are just a few side-not- es Dr. Copcland uses as
evidence to support such a monstrous increase. It appears the
French honeymoon is over, folks!
In actuality the practice of that 19th century "elitist"
disease called "Social Darwinism" is alive and well in our tiny
Wooster "bubble." By 1999 it is estimated ( considering the
tuition goes up 8-9- 00 dollars a year) that Woosters' '
comprehensive fee will be roughly 21.740.00, give or take the
rate of inflation, the value of the dollar and the political party
in office.
Who can afford this? Better yet, who wants to afford
this? By now its no secret mat The College of Wooster secretly
desires to radically eliminate its' ranks on financial aid, and I
need only to refer to last years (1985-86-) faculty meeting where
Dr. Copcland suggested that Wooster might pursue a program
whereby faculty salaries would increase, financial aid would be
drastically cut and tuition would increase. Sounds a little like
Denison University doesn't it?
What really boggles the imagination is that just six
months ago Vice President of Academic Affairs. Don Harvard
(then acting President) jubliantly announced that Wooster had
been elevated from "competitive" to "very competitive" and
made no mention, later on, that the Board of Trustees had voted
to lower the SAT requirements for admission. Do they know
something we don't?
.
Read the writing on the wall , it speaks plain English
to me. Academic opportunity will be "granted" to those
individuals who are "lucky" enough to be members of the
"higher income" bracket, or those who wish to plument into
financial debt before life just starts.
"Social Darwinism" has crept its ugly head in Wooster
and it looks like it will be a cold day in hell before it leaves.
Glossing the problem with multi-syllab- ic adjectives, vague
concepts and undeserved rankings actually create a perception of
reality where none should exist.
I : 7i r
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THE WOOSTER VOICE
-- T Published weekly during the aca-
demic year except daring vacations
and examination periods by the"
students of The College of Wooster,
Wooster, Ohio. ,
The Wooster Voice welcomes an :
typed and signed letters to the
; editor from students, faculty, ad--
tninistrstors, subscribers and
member of the greater Wooster "
community. All correspoadence
may be addressed to: The Wooster
Voice, Post Office Bos C-31- 87, The
College of Wooster? Wooster. ObJo
44691. The deadline for all letters ."
and stories is Tuesday at 8 p.m.
--
. The current subscription price is
? $25.06 per year for first class deliv ,
' STAFF: Kate Wolfe,
, ,r
;Christopher Shilts, Meskerem
.
Gebrrfcidan, Lisa Fetterman, Parriv
Rhoads, Tad Mason, Becky Pickett.
Robert Murphy, Wes Johnston, Ted"
;SUverman. Graham Rayraan, Chock.
Brady, Pat Schmitx, Alicia
I Aebersold David Neun, Josephine"'
Tvinson, Lisa Cier. Jane
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Just What Is The Point Here?: Or AS
Reply To A Reply
Alan Hoch
rnlumnht Th Wnntter Voice
In reading Mr. Partee's
reply to my article, "Should
Creationism be taught in school?",
I must say that I am gratified that he
responded. However, I have
questions and disagreements about
his statements I would like to
address.
1) Mr. Partee argued that
I had not shown the contemporary
beliefs on Creationism. The
generally believed interpretation, he
says, is that Genesis is merely a set
of parables. However, he also stated
that this was a belief of the
lit
Opinion
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Remember when this statue stood proud and tan? Probably not. Why has the college allowed
this piece of art work to remain In storage for years? Money? I think not. Find out why next
week. Photo( Dean) ' '
'vrv .
"educated elite." Elite by its-definiti- on
means a minority. What
is he saying then? Based on this
and on other facts, such as the
majority of TV evangelists are
fundamentalists, I am led to believe
that most Christians do hold the
strict interpretation of Genesis as
the truth.
2) When I used the term
"Creationism" in my first article, f
was using the commonly used
definition of the word, namely the
belief in the strict interpretation of
the Bible. Though I did not flatly
state this, it was strongly implied.
Mr. Partee, however, seemed to
think I disagreed that God had
anything to do with the creation of
the universe. This simply wasn't
so. Why would I have brought up
the question "Who says that
Evolution and Christianity are not
compatible?" if I thought otherwise?
Thus, Mr. Partee spent a
good deal of his reply not
supporting strict Creationism, but in
supporting the contention that God
created the universe. In light that I
never argued otherwise, his
comments were superfluous, often
flawed or just plain wrong. I '
NEVER said that I disagreed with the
entire Old Testament as Mr. Partee
somehow believes, merely the
earlier chapters of Genesis. There is
a large distinction between the two.
3) "Mr. Hoch also says,
"We have the fosssil remains of
early examples of what would be
humankind.' It is not above the
power of God. in which I believe, to
place these bones in the earth.
Actually. I do not believe this,
however, it is quite possible." With
this statement Mr. Partee fell into a
trap, as he often did so in his
replythe trap of assumption and of
not checking the validity of an
argument While it is certainly true
that placing fossils in the earth to
fool us is within God's power, would
God deliberately deceive us? I
thought deception was a trait of the
devil. Am I wrong?
4) I am sorry to say,-M-r.
Partee, that the simple
fact humankind exists is not proof
of God's own existence. The act of
creation does not necessarily require
a creator. At the pomt of the Big
Bang even time operated differently
than we know it Let me offer this
example to demonstrate my point
Let's say I purchase a rare coin from
a shop and then go back in time one
day and sell that same coin back to.
the shop owner. The coin exists, '
but I ask you: When was it created?
5) Mr. Partee missed the
point when he accused me of
"changing my argument" In case
anyone has forgotten, we are talking
about Christianity here and besides
being the belief in the teachings of
Christ it is also a way of life- -a life
Page 3
Hovj "Wooster College
Manages to Keep it's
Students in Line
Abe Springer
FeaturtWrtierJttli YQ?:t?rYcitt
While enjoying an LS.
study break in the comfort of
climate controlled Galpin Hall, I
spotted the February 18, 1987 issue
of The Chronicle of Higher
Education. Since I always like to
'. expand tny liberal arts horizons, X
decided thai I must browse through
this fine publication. -- Alter "
dragging myself away from the '
: scintilating cover story, "Big Ticket
Science Research", 1 noticed a two
: page advertisement for a personal --
computer. - "What kind of a computer
might this periodical advertise", X
; thought. Maybe a new personal
. computer from DEC (the folks who
bring yon the VAX), or had " j
Commodore launched a new add
campaign for the VIC 23. ' -
. Ytfcy no, what surprise!
It was a M Advertisement And '
what a captivating MacPkture this
advertisement has with it Two
computers are pictured side by side.
,
One is, of course, the computer of
choice of all schools everywhere,
The other (gasp!) is the computer of?
choice of industry. Yes, the big ;
blue giant. Pare I mention the .
name, since no one on this campus
would recognize it. . ; '
v Behind MacStudent
typing a MacPaper on the computer,
is a long line of other students
"standing united behind a personal
which has certain morals attached to
it One way to prove that
Creationism is inconsistent is to
show that the morals it supports
conflict with accepted Christian
morals. Also, if I am to prove
iff"
Creationism wrong, I must do so
according to its own rules, for the
moment accepting Genesis as truth,
in order to be effective. I had to use
Creationism against itself or else I
wouldn't have gotten anywhere.
Thus, my arguments were consistent
and Mr. Partee's accusations such as
"Here is a classic case of someone
trying to inflict their morals on
another people of another time" are
baseless. I would ask you, Mr.
Partee, just who is changing their
arguments? Didn't you argue against
strict Creationism or not? You go
back and forth so many times in )
your reply it's hard to tell.
Editor David Dean's
editorial in last week's Voice
brought up a good point: we can
squabble over the small points of
the Creationism vs. Evolution
argument to the point of absurdity.
Religious freedom is the true subject
computer called Macintosh." Yes.
believe it of not, '"and that's exactly
what is happening. From Stanford,
Michigan, Dartmouth and Brown to
Mississippi State, Wooster College
and hundreds of other places." Wait,
did I just read Wooster College!?! ,
Yes, Wooster. College keeps its
..
students In line with a MacPersonal
computer. I always thought it was
the MacDean of students. This piece
of information should impress all of
Wooster MacProspective students.
They, too, can stand united behind a
MacLine. -
. Wooster College students
stand united behind the ultimate
personal MacWord Processing
machine. They can proudly check
yes on all of their job applications
under the spot for computer
experience. When interviewed, they
can proudly reply, Yes I have an
infinite amount of computer
experience." The interviewer will :
then ask, "Do you know how to
program in CCCOl FORTRAN or
ADA, or can you push or pop off of
a stack?" The interviewee then '
replies, "No, but I can use - "t
MacVVrite." Yes, they are very
computer literate. They can
probably even sketch 1.1cWoo on
MacPaint Too bad ilaclndustry out
in the MacReal world uses CM
MMM&i:Cczilzti car.; 4 " v.
here.
.
However, I would contend that
I am supporting religious freedom
and proving the invalidity of
Creationism is vital to my effort
When a subject is taught
in school, it is done so because
'there is evidence to back it up.
When we teach about the Thomas
Jefferson, for instance, we do so
because there is evidence that he
existed, that he did this. or that We
don't say he flew to the moon one
summer day, however, because there -- ,
is no evidence to say such. The
same is true for all fields of interest
Now Creationism comes along with,'
as I have helped to show, no
believeable evidence to support it
We don't teach Big Foot or UFOs
exist in public schools, do we?
There is more evidence for their
existence than for Creationism. You
shouldn't teach something simply
because you would prefer it was true.
Yet the only reason Creationism is
being considered is because a lot of
people would prefer to
believe that If Creationism were to
be taught on the same basis as
Evolution, then by rights
Continued on page 4
Page 4
Since my editor tali me to
taie a vacation, I finred J wodd.
Of course the tickets he gave me V
were straight to hell. NaturaSy, 1 ,
declined, even though f hexrd that ".
Liberace was doing son great guest
appearances down there. I doot
know, maybe Fit do tomeSaiij "
really crazy like visit the Temple Cf
Prafcupada is Wbeec g, West
Virginia, the sweetest Liile town
das aide of te Analachiaa. Gr I ;
suppose 1 could hit the road far --
Dane Box, Texas, where all the drag
stores are cheep, the beef cold, and ;:s;.
the restoaxacis good eaaV
Anyway, 1 had to find a replacement.
Everyone I asked declined, so I --
figured I would call Bob Quonset
Hut, that time traveler from last
week. And guess what--, .
"Now you've dose enough '
talkin. junior: It's my Cam. And
have I got one h3 of a story for
y'alL 'a about roy brother. Bob
Semi-Cooducte- r. f anppote yoo waat
to know why he" don't have the same
last name as me. Well, our dad was
a little nuts, and flaky too; just like
a bowl of graoola as the old joke
goes. But that's whole Mother
story."
"Anyway, my brother, who
graduated front Vale, which proves
that all os "provincial folk ain't ;
stupid, got a bee hi his bormett and f
decided be was going to do a little --
time traveling of his own. See, he ' ;
was a Chemistry Religious Studies
major. and one day, about a year
back, fee figured he'd go back to
biblical times, and see what was
gout'jott, I told him he could use - --
my time machine bat beia' an ' "
individual like me, be wouldn't havel
none of it. So be bollt his own in
about a week amg . Wankel Rotary
engine; some gauze, golf '
cart, and aa ounce of l&amam-23-5
SID: "Benefits from International
Collaboration in Agricultural Research"
World hunger, better trade relations, development of poor agricultural
methods are some of the reasons cited.
'Sable Olindo and Uschey Wozak "
Xin Huest ColunudsL The Wooster Voice ?
International agricultural
research have been and can be very
beneficial not only to the US but to
the Less Developed Countries.
(LDCs). In the previous short course
sessions, many topics concerning
world hunger have been discussed,
ranging from actually defining a
developing country to international
trade. A vital aspect of world
hunger, the reason why LDCs are in
their present condition, and of
developing as a whole, is
agricultural research. Research can
introduce higher yielding crops and
seeds developed to thrive in harsh
climates, which enables those
far j Jj-e;JiBi- S
"He had liecry Czt Cj
Xltrt wasn't exattlywfcat we tLL-J-e ,
cf it to be today: the hc!y bock for-a- ll
of ChrisriamTy. r. So off fee west,':
When he arrived. fee MliJIe Cast s
there (I on"! q-:I- it renrrrtx it
tie dre wti he set c:U ta Lei: f:r '
Le urllrrs cf tie r!i. -- JwElrr,
we CJzi cf it as a cClzclz cf trus
storlis, ahct Jess, Ltls,
Creadon, Ca Carina, 7t.cv-- h he - '
wasn't certain, that's hst he
fcoc-- ht he'd Cci IT wer to -
ca e events cf Ce city am
He figtjred that the folks he
was lookinf 'for would be in the ,
market pet of town. So that was
where he started. He was walkin ;
along, smtliin' the srocSs, tasthV j '
delicacies, USkit? with folks, --
v Language never was problem in
, our family. 7ast waliia along doin
ail the stuif that tourists k, when --
he ha-yen- ed vfon two 'men, one
:;fecTZ!y a scrt 'J and
- wriJ22,C Ow Jar tiSycg m lot about
' some le-.- !.' lie Estened on, and
'
,bcr.icct C-.- 2 't r-rol-- gTy ; was
. interviewirj tie tcr abcut t!;e ,
faraous Loaves end Fiibes storyt .
x?vfa&ssAt&cteifovK&-- &
countries to produce beyond local
consumption. Surplus can be
exported to earn foreign exchange,
with which commodities lacking in
the LDCs can be imported and debts
paid.
As an example of .
international collaboration in
research in agriculture, the United
Nations Food and Agriculture
Organizartion (FAO) is working with
the Consultative Croup for
International Agricultural Research
which has created the International
Board for Plant and Genetic
Resources, which in turn has helped
governments establish gene banks.
: the ess .! J..--, s tzzrs.-zz-:
sr.:fi.jr-:if.r:s- i ..'
rec;!ir C1- - I t ca li s
cf jt;-- - .. j. err. c: :t
wa!:,i t "I J sexchcr - ever;:?;
ar.i -- 1 tp t Ce LurLiwcr
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C
kill, they went back to-- Haser-peppe- r
HQ. Bob talked to some more ,
people, after Oeophosphata tsi - --
glv 'tn him the grand tour. V,"hat ;
Bob fbchd out Was truly amazing. '
,
Yeah,' they were historians sad --
- social scientists; but they were also
i in the information business. They
wanted to use all these stories, true
or not, to show pe people how th --
live right, and be moral la
, addition, they war.tid to sLow C.e ' ;
; people how to di Clns th&t wocli
' he!? them in r:t every dy Uves.
' the per- -. z fr -- - t t taut Wiwj)woxwo':si
The board coordinates more than
eighty centers around the world.
Frequently, with the help of such
international organizations, the
' developing countries are setting up .
research and extension facilities.
Germplasms are being used in the
fomtjof seeds. This is an easy way
to bom preserve and transport them.
The seeds can be stored for ten or
more years when dried and cooledto
5 degrees centigrade. Bananas and
yams have little or no seeds while
the seeds of the coffee and rubber
plants are destroyed when dried and
chilled. These plants, therefore,
have to be preserved on plantations.
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; fast-
-. It just went on irJL on' Isly
- brother compared it to a gtant- -
.
lime-Lif- e series, like yoa see -- .
.
getting advertised on TV all the
- time.. The only difference was that
people actually bought the Eitle. I
- asked Bob where the name came,
: from. Be said it was the owner's .
last name, amazingly enough. The
;. way Ifasenpepper made money was s
to get people to sign a paper saying
. that they would buy such and such
aocnt of mcrc'JJy testaments of J
the bock.. Each moruh, two '
cJrrtrs wouli come cut and the
-
people could eLler gz both Of '
'
choose between one or the
- Owcr. And business was thriving.
Now why all the other chapters --
aren't Is today's version Bob never'
f-ru-
rui out. Cbuld be a good project
- fcr yon entrrrrisin' yocc folk.
T :s the $:::y -- J y';.'l cm tr.:3 it
With the help of technology, the
conservation of plantlets in test
tubes and tissue cultures in liquid
nitrogen has been developed. These
materials are available to bonafide
breeders and researchers. Such
finding coupled with the increase in
cash crop farming has resulted in
astounding benefits. Resulting from;
international research have been
things such as pest resistant crops.
- dwarf rice and wheat species and best
of all. a four to seven times increase
. in the yield of crops. In addition
with this joy comes several sad
facts, with the increasing yields,
deforestation often results, favoring
Hoch continued
Continned from paite 3
ANYTHINO could be taught as the
truth, evidence or not.
I say I stand for religious
freedom because it would be wrong
to teach as fact something that is
only a certain group's opinion. Due
to Christianity's dominance in
America over other religions.
Genesis would be thrust in the faces
of non-Christia-ns as the truth;
What kind of religious freedom
would we have men?
To be fair, we can only
teach in science class what we have
evidence' for. Evdfrtionand' leave
religion in me church and religion
class. Each religion should receive
its proper due, without one gaining
an advantage over another. Keeping
Creationism out of science class
works-fo- r this propose, not against
it.
Macintosh
Continued from page 3
(oops, did I say that?).
Don't worry Wooster
College! Not only is our name used
incorrectly in an advertisement read
by deans of small colleges
all over the nation, but it is
probably used incorrectly in the free
copy of Apple's university brochure.
Be proud Wooster College students,
Apple is very MacProud to be
making lots of MacDough from .
sales of its student managing
machine. ' Remember. Apple "would
hate to see a single student get out
of line." Maybe, Wooster students
will be kept in line by Steven Jobs'
new computer, the NEXT, coming to
the Florence O. Wilson bookstore
very soon.
the growing desert. While countries
enjoy the profits earned by cash-crop- s,
their "wealth" depends much
on the international market which
might be high one day and low die
next Cash crops may. present a very
one-side-d diet causing LDCs to be
unable to feed their own people. The
foreign currency earned by the'
exporting of goods enables LDCs to
purchase imported commodities -- 7
which they are lacking in die LDCs.
However, if the price of the locally --
produced goods falls, the LDCs will ..
have to become indebted to generate .
more revenue forirnports.
- Before research facilities
can be established, local people ,
have to be trained to utilize the'' .
facilities. This international
agricultural research can be of much ;
help in combatting world hunger and
in enabling less developed countries
to feed their people. However, there '
is much to consider if mis
agricultural collaboration is to be
appropriate and effective for Q --
long-term development. Any v O '
interested students are encouraged to
attend the upcoming session of the
community-wid-e experiment in
developing education
HWCWS Announces
r Linestaff Positions
Applications will be accepted untiltFriday, March 6 at 4:00pm.
ByEricWertz
k General Manager, WCWS
WCWS is now accepting
r --applications for linestaff positions
for the academic year 1987-8- 8.
!' Available positions include News
. Director, Music Director, Classicalj Music Director, Public Affairs
'Director, Production Manager,
Operations Director, Continuity
Director, Sports Director, and Public
, Relations Director.
The News Director selects
all personnel for newscasts and
,establishes a training program for
the new staff members in proper
- format and announcing. It is the
responsibility of the Music Director
to maintain the order of the stations'
record library, label and catalogue
-
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all incoming records for this library,
and train other students to keep this
library in good order. This director'
is expected to maintain contact and
relations with record distributors in
order to receive new record releases.
The Classical Music
Director is in charge of maintaining
the classical music library, and
labeling and cataloging all
incoming classical records for this
library. In addition, this director is
to establish a training program for
all classical programmers in proper
pronunciation of names and classical
works over the air.
The Public Affairs Director
oversees all Public Affairs 1
-
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programming and coordinates
activities directly with the Program
Director. He or she is also
responsible for organizing and
arranging all live interviews for any
Public Affairs Program. The
Production Manager oversees and
mananges the Production studio at
the station. This director is in
charge of recruiting and maintaining
a production team that creates
promos, PSA's, and edits all
incoming programs and interviews
It is the Operations
Director's job to make and copy all
logs and put them in the main studio
each day for programmers to fill in.
Filled in logs are then checked by
this director to ensure that they are
correct and legal. The Continuity
Director's duty is to maintain, the
Continuity Book, book of public
service announcements and place
incoming messages in the book.
The Sports Director is in
charge of training all sportsc asters
in both play-by-pl- ay and sports
reports along with providing
sports casters for all sports events to
be broadcast. The Public Relations
Director distributes program guides
and posters across campus and to
area businesses in order to promote
the station and increase its
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visibility and listeners hip. This
director oversees the off-the-- air
presentation of the station to the
public at large, both within and
outside the college community and
distributes news releases to all local
newspapers about important station
events.
Detailed job descriptions of
these linestaff positions can be
obtained from WCWS. Your
application should include all
WCWS or other related experience to
establish your qualifications for
these positions. You may apply for
up to two of these positions.
Anyone wishing to apply for two
positions should include specific
statements pertaining to each
position desired in the application.
Also, please give your first and
second preferences. The above
positions are open to anyone who is
currently a first-ye- ar student,
sophomore or junior.
Applications will be
accepted until Friday. March 6, 1987
at 4:00pm. You should submit your
application to WCWS. Box C-14- 62.
If you have any questions about any
of the linestaff positions, please
feel free to contact Eric Wertz at
extension 26S1.
Scot Symphonic Band
To Perform Concert
Meskerem Gebrikidan
Associate Editor, Thi VVoosfpr
The Scot Symphonic Band,
under the direction of Nancy Ditmer,
will perform Saturday, February 28
at 7:30 in McGaw Chapel.
The only Scottish band in
the state of Ohio, the Scot Band
first appeared in kilts in 1940 and is
presently in its 46th season. The
band has "a membership of about 85
musicians, all of which are College
of Wooster students. During spring
break, the Band will make its annual
tour; among other places, they will
perform in Dallas, Houston, San
Francisco, Memphis, St. Louis and
Oklahoma City.
The concert tomorrow
night will be the first full conceit
by the Band in the 1986-8- 7
academic year. The pieces to be
performed are: The Old Circus Band
March (Fred Jewell), If Thou Be Near
(J.S. Bach). Polka Dots (F.L.
BuchtelX Sketches on a Tudor Psalm
(Fisher Tull), Concert Variations
(Claude T. Smith). Scenes from the
"Louvre' (Norman Dello Joio) . .
Handel in the Strand (Percy
Grainger), Esprit de Corps (Robert
JagerX and the Pipers, dancers, and
drummers will perform Scottish
music.
The Band will be conducted
by College of Wooster professor of
i r
i
I
Voice
Music. Nancy Ditmer. Ditmer
'received her bachelor's degree in
Music Education at Capital
University in Columbus, Ohio. She --
earned a Master of Arts degree from
the University of Iowa, where she is
currently completing her PhD in
Music Education. As a graduate
assistant at Iowa , she designed
drills for the Hawkeye Marching
Bands performances at the 1982 ..
Rose and Peach Bowl games, taught
conducting and instrumental methods
and conducted the University Band. --
Among other responsibilities, Ms.
Ditmer conducts the Scot Marching
and Symphonic Bands.
The first piece in the
program, The Old Circus Band March
was composed by Fred Alton Jewell
(1875-193- 6) as a reflection of his
background as a circus musician.
Jewell was a talented musician who
played the euphonium, piano, violin
and cornet; he also wrote 105
marches. Although the second
piece. It I hou Be near, was
originally written by Bach for his .
second wife, it has been transcribed
by Alfred Reed (1921- - ). The song
expresses the deep and abiding love
between husband and wife.
Continued oa page I
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''Sifting' Throegh The Garbage"
Joe Rapport "Treat people like what they are today and they shall remain forever as
Alumni,Class of 79 they are."
Rabbi
Visiting
I thought long and hard
about this talk before I came here.
This is my first time back to the
College, in fact, my first real
contact with Wooster since I left
here almost eight years ago. There
are some bitter memories: of the
academic grind, the social
limitations, the political life of the
College. And there some wonderful
memories: of people and events
which truly shaped my life and
brought me to the course I am now
"Junk which was only invented to inflict pain and punishracnt cn ;
unsuspecting Undergrade by people who had paid the price and who ;
were sadistically determined to see that we had to suiter just like they j
did." ,. : . . - - . - -- : --. i
on. I thought long and hard about
what I would have wanted to hear
from a visiting Alumni back then,
when I was where you are now. I am
still in school, believe it or not,
and I tried to consider how much
changes on the college campus since
the Seventies, when I left this place.
But all I could think about as I
traced those four years of my life
was Garbage. And how I wondered
then, how much of this stuff is pure,
unadultered Garbage which I will
never use. Junk which was only
invented to inflict pain and
punishment on unsuspecting
Undergrads, by people who had paid
the price and who were sadistically
determined to see that we had to
suffer just like they did. Keep in
mind, I went here in an age when
they still had slide rules and single
sex dorms which they locked and
alarmed at night. Or do they still do
that now?
I know what I did not want
to hear. I did not want to hear how
life is just a macrocosm of which
Wooster is a tiny model. I wouldn't
have believed that, even if it were
true. The place was just too unreal.
The world looked upon us too much
as children. There was just too much
w 1 ,t
"I told myself that I could make my own way when I left here, that I
meaningless drivel and power
politics. I suppose a lot has changed
since then. ..Or do they still do that
to you now?
I was equally certain,
however, that I did not want to hear
about how I was wasting those four
years of my life on meaningless
trash that had no connection to the
life in the real world. I wouldn't
have believed that then either, even
if it were true. I think I knew then
that there would be some payoffs.
Some of it had to have been
worthwhile. I hoped that most of it
would be useful in my later life, but
I can't honestly say I believed that
In a sort of masochistic way I was
enjoying myself though and I knew
at least that I would outlive the
years. I was very much alive in
those somewhat forgotten days. I
began to think, to experiment, to
experience things I had never
conceived of before I came here Life
was vital, things mattered, and I
could make a difference. I told
myself that I could make my own
way when I left here, that I could
change the world.
Does that sound horribly
naive? Or do you stil tell
yourselves that today? It's funny, I
think that's one thing I still
believe even now.
So what is it that I would
have wanted to hear? When I think
back on it, a lesson in Garbage
Collection would have been the
most direct Sort of an academic
version of "Sanitary Landfill." How
do you sift through the trash and
find the valuable material to be
recycled for later life? And how do
you do that while you are here?
Before you know what you will
need, but while you are still hanging
around where you can collect it.
How can you tell what is worthwhile
at Wooster while you still have a
chance to do something about it
before you leave.
I went on to graduate
school, and then on to another, and
then on to another ...and there is one
thing I think I can promise you.
You will never feel inferior about
the academic preparation Wooster
has provided you. And from what I
have heard that is even more true
today than it was when I was here
ten years ago. To the degree that
you will be involved in any
academic or cognitive skill in your
life after Wooster, you will be
consistently impressed with how
little other people truly learned
during their college years. There
may be more prestigious names.
Some people you meet may be better
"trained" for an entry level position.
But you will never doubt that you
are smarter, in the sense that you
had the brains to go somewhere
where they taught you how to think!
I am perhaps the perfect
acid test for that theory. I went on
to a Rabbinical Seminary. Lord
knows Wooster hasn't had many of
those and the curriculum is hardly
intended to produce many more.
When I applied, there were more
than 1500 other applicants. Most
of them came from schools like
Brandeis, Harvard, University of
Chicago, Columbia...Most had
majored in things like Religion,
Philosophy, or Near Eastern and
Judaic Studies. I was a Speech major
from the College of Wooster with a
few courses in Religion and backup
majors in Histrory and Secondary
Education 40 of us were accepted
that year, 22 of us were ordained
five years later. I had no
background in the field except a
wooster eoucauon wnicn provea uium departmenti because it
I could learn anything if I set my matters. Because sometimes
"There was just too much xiztzlzz tlrivcland pavcr politics I
suppose a let has c. f- - r
ycu now?"
mind to it.
My classmates were the
best and the brightest of America's
great Universities and I doubt it
would have been all that different in
Med School, or Law School or any
other program. .My sister graduated
first in her class from Wooster in
1977. She didn't like Law School,
but she had her pick of which one to
attend.
She made Law
Review at the University of
Michigan and she is now a partner
at one of the largest corporate firms
in Chicago. Wooster taught us how
to study, and learn, and think; and
Religion or Law was just another
subject we had to master. Neither of
us look back on Wooster as a
pleasant period in our lives, but
neither of us ever doubts that, in
large measure, our Wooster education
brought us to where we are today.
I have a daughter now, and
I often wonder if I would ever send .
her here? It's an odd question. If I
learned so much, why wouldn't I? If
I hated it so much why would I even
consider it? My wife went to
Brandeis. She loved every minute of
it! She is an alumni recruiter for
their admissions department. She
sends money there every year. We
have been to Brandeis several times,
she likes to visit all the friends she
made on the faculty and in the
administration... I have always
marveled at mat.
She learned a lot at
Brandeis. but most of it was that
other kind of learning, called Social
Development. Her classmates were
real people. They had long term
lasting relationships with other real
people, though how they found time
I don't know. They were involved
in all kinds of activities outside of
their studies. Not just campus
extra-curricula- rs, but politics,
community service, religious
organizations... It might not be
exactly the same for you, but I am
willing to bet that the competition,
in whatever field you choose, will
have an edge on you. Not because
they know more, but because they
have lived more. They know more
about the way people work, about
the way the world works, and you
are going to have to play catch-u- p
cd since Cicr Or c!d tuey t'Zl still Co thai to
knowing the feel of the problem is
more important than knowing the
answer.
When I was here we had a
Dean named Fred Cropp. He was
very fond of quoting Goethe (I had
never heard of Geothe at the time).
He used to hand out these slips of
Daoer with a Quotations on them. I
forget the line exactly (I lost my
slip) but the gist of it was:
Treat people like what
they are today and they shall remain
forever as they are. Treat them as
the people you wish them tr become,
.v.ii i .,, n,.
real irony of it was that he never did
that. He never treated us like peers
on the same road toward learning.
He never treated us like
responsible adults able to make our
own decisions about our own lives.
In retrospect, I have to admit that he
treated us rather well, considering.
Perhaps he was even fond of us in
his own paternal way. : But his
Goethe quote was more on target
than he will ever know. I left this
place as a child, with the intellectual
capacity of an adult, but not a clue
as to how to use that intellect to get
what I wanted, or what anybody
needed, out of life.
Nearly everyone else I
know looks back on their college
days as the best of times. An era in
their lives when they lived securely
in a somewhat sheltered world where
the grand drama of coming of age
was played out on the canvas of
academic life. My years at Wooster
seem like some sort of freak
aberration from a parallel universe
in some other dimension, where the
canvas of life has become the
picture and all the colors are muted
into the background. Everything
that should have mattered didn't.
Everything that did matter shouldn't
have.
Ten years from now, few
if any of the facts or theories which
you have learned here will be of any
real value in your day to day
existence. Much of it will be
completely outdated by the flashing
pace of technological advancement.
The rest wil be overlayed by years
of graduate school or professional
experience which will make what
you have learned here somewhat
akin to Third Grade and learning the
multiplication tables.
After ten years, much of
:
the social retardation which Wooster
engenders will have been redressed '
bv some hard knocks in a less
"hellered f1 structured environment,You wul have grown im for better
or for worse, and you will be left.
. . .
P""? as l am. wiin some sungmg
regrets, and some somewhat bitter
memories, and the mind of a
Wooster graduate which, despite it .
all, is a worthy legacy to carry with
you into the coming century.
Things have undoubtedly
changed a great deal since I left
Wooster. The College I remember is
but a shadow of the institution you
now attend. Despite the few years
that separate' us, your challenges
now gely different than mine
were. And after all that I have said
about mv own Academic and Social
needs then, perhaps the important
subject for you to study while you
are here now, is yourself. The pace
of life has accelerated ten fold since
I have been gone. You may never
have lime to da this, again.
' When the
experimentation of life away from
home has ended. When rebellion
and conformity ahve run their
course, you wil be faced with the
Continued Next Week
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Student Government Association
The following is a list of
the candidates for die three
positions of Campus Council
member-at-larg- e along with a little
something about each one. Each
candidate will give a short speech at
the SGA meeting Monday, Match 2
in the faculty dining room for those
who would like to learn more about
or just meet any of the candidates. --
The election will be held during
dinner Wednesday. March 4 in
Lowry andJKioiedge. .
,n ar
Jennifer Jameson
My name is Jennifer
Jameson. I am a sophmore English
major and am miming for Campus
Council member-at-larg- e because I
feel that I could responsibly
represent the student body in this
organization. I have been a
representative in the Student
Government Association since my
freshman year and I would like the
opportunity to use my background
while working with faculty and
administration who serve on Campus
Council. Important interpretations
and decisions concerning
campus-wid- e affairs and student
rights and responsibilities are made --
in Campus Council and I want to be
there to offer my ideas and
opinions, based on the students I am
representing.
Aran Nemali
" The Campus Council
of the College of Wooster is an
institution for the betterment of the
various facets of the campus life.
They issue charters for new
organizations, provide sponsorship
concerning large transactions and so
forth..." voiced Pete Losee (current
CC member) while explaining the
functions of Campus Council to a
bewildered me. I was hooked...
My name is Arun
Nemali and I hail from Madras,
India. Hoping to pursue a career in '
Advertising Graphics, Tm a Studio
!
sis
serves as s pr: " r; .V Tl-c- e:t
A- :- T 4r: ?? w., . . - V- - ' ; A
Art major, with an emphasis in
photo ghraphy. I want to be on the
Campus Council since Td like to
learn the workings of an American
organization like the CC and also,
in a way, contribute an international
perspective to them. Hence
establishing a symbolic
relationship.
Durene Wheeler
My name is Durene
Wheeler. I am a sophmore and a
Studio Art major with Sociology as
my minor. I am presently President
of the Black Woman's Organization,
an active member of Black Forum
and the Black Students Association.
Upon graduation I will proceed to
graduate school for my master's in
Architecture, later to go further in
my education to Law School.
The reason I am running
for Campus Council is because I
believe there need to be more black
students involved in
Campus Council and affiliated SGA
organizations. We need more
representation in these
organizations and I want to do my
part.
Karen Young
Campus Council is
one of the most powerful and
effective forums in which students,
faculty, and administration can
exchange ideas and viewpoints. My
involvement with the Student
Government Association ( General..
Assembly first semester and SGA
Secretary this semester) has helped
me to understand the concerns of the
campus. As a Campus Council
member-at-larg- e, I would address
these concerns and endeavor to
achieve constructive solutions.
I believe that the student
body can affect camus policy. I
would like to be given the
opportunity to serve the campus as a
Campus Council member-at-larg- e and
express the students opinions.
Ir t?-z:-z I JTx. - -- ,
Shoaib Zaidi
The Campus Council is
the most influencial organization
that the students can aspire to be
on. It has the power to change
campus policy, it can thus have a
strong impact on camus and social
life at the College of Wooster. But
what makes the Council unique and
really important is that it has
unlimited powers to discuss,
evaluate, amd make decisions on
most matters. Since the Council is
such an important organization it is
imperative that it's members be
composed, open-minde- d and
realistic.
I believe that I understand
and I am willing to work at what
being a member on the Council
entails and that I will be a worthy
and visible member. That is why I
Cad
urge you to vote for me, Shoaib
Zaidi, for the post of Camus Council
member-at-larg- e this coming
Wednesday. Thank you.
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JANE BROOrS GOOD
FOOD BOOK
byjmnm Brodf
Tha author of the national
bestseller. Jan BrDo'a Nutrition
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over 350 recipes and information
on cooking efficiently. Includes
many helpful illustrations and
charts.
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Scot Band Continued
Continued from page 5
Sketches on a Tudor Psalm
was composed by Fisher Tull (1934)
and is based on a sixteenth century
setting of the second psalm by
Thomas Tallis. The theme of this
song is first played by a solo alto
saxophone (Jenny Smith) and
continued by horns and a fully
harmonized version from the brass.
The fourth piece. Concert
Variations, written by Claude T.
Smith (1932-- X features a trumpet
solo (Eric Knorr), and a trombone
solo (Dennis Kuhl). The slow
introductory section played by the
flutes is brought to an end by a
cadence in the low brass.
The Band's version of
Scenes from the "Louvre" is based
on Norman Dello Joio's (1913- - )
work on themes from composers of
the '60's. This song was taken from
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Redken CreatifT Ualiiy vlxz. m. uWith Perm Purchase
Includes: High Hold Styling MouSse,
Designing Spray, Shaping Lotion ""eroBe
Shampoo - 2 oz. each - Plus a Handy Travel Bag.
While supply lasts.
No Appointments
SALE
College
1807
Have
the NBC television special first
broadcast in November 1964 . Its
five movements cover the period of
the museum's development during
the renaissance.
Handel in the Strand '
reflects both Handel and English
musical comedy. It was written by
Percy Grainger (1882-1961- ).
The final piece win be a
piece by Robert Jager (1939- - )
entitled Esprit de Corps. It is based
on "The Marine's Hymn", and is a
tribute to the U.S. Marines band in
addition to being the composer's
salute to the Marine Corps. The
piece is full of energy and drama,
but also has its solemn and lighter
moments.
Saturday's performance by
the Scot Symphonic Band is
expected to be an exciting one.
4jfcfc.
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form, movement tnu
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STARTS MONDAY
Hils Plaza
Bean Avenue
263-91- 85
You Tried Our Tanning Beds?
Daily 8-- 8: Sat. 8-- 6; Sun 10-- 5 itHAIR FASHIONS
SAB Corner
"A Night of Comedy"
Irfan Butt and Shoaib Shams
SAB Feature WrUers, The Wooster Voice
Mark Pitta, a talented
young comedian who was a
semi-finalis- ts on the nationally
syndicated television talent show
"Star Search", will be here on
campus. Friday February 27 at
8:00pm in McGaw Chapel.
Pitta's brand of humor has
been described as observational. He
is a rare comic in that he uses no
props, does no impersonations, and
has no rigid stage personalities.
According to Bill H us ted, an
entertainment reviewer for The
Denver Post,Pitta is an amusing
young man with" a wry perspective-h- e
sees the same world we do, but
gleams what's funny in it." Pitta has
made appearances at a number of
institutions where he gave superb
performances and was said to be
Student Employment Announcement
The Student Employment a
' Office in conjunction with the '
I Department of Personnel will offer- -
two informational meetings about
Summer employment at The College
of Wooster. If you seek a Summer ?;
; job on campus, you must attend one
': of the sessions to pick op an
r application. Application will nto " .
- be available elsewhere. Meetings
win be held on February 26 at ,
v.- - 9:00pm, and March 26 at 4:00pm.
til.Skies will be
and mild with a
.mmmm
chance of rain developing by evening. The
high will reach 40 to 45. Tonight promises to be cloudy
and continued breezy with a good chance of rain. The low
will range from 33 to 38. Even though above normal
temperatures will prevail this weekend,
a good chance of rain on Saturday and rain or snow on
Sunday along with windy conditions. Highs will range from
43 to 48 on Saturday and 39. to '44 on Sunday under mostly
cloudy skies.ikivja; ine rirst111
fantastic.
Other entertainment besides
this show will be Bond's movie. The
Man With The Golden Gun at 7:30
pm. The movie has alot of stunts
and superb car chase which are
hallmark in James Bond movies.
Also there is a good entertaining
movie Eraserhead at 9:30pm in '
Mateer.
- SAB' travel for this week
is a day in Cincinatti; buses leave
Lowry Center at 7:00am Saturday
February 28th. Delightful news for
pool maniacs, on Saturday February
28, the game room offers billiards at
half price from 7:00 pm. to 12:30
am. Ichabods features "Oroboros," a
live band. A 50 cents cover charge
for College of Wooster students
applies.
All sessions will be held in Lowry
419. If you have any questions, call
Student Employment at extension -
,2234j lli&f flifellllllttilll
Information about the
position of Administrative - " --
IntermResidence Hall Director for
the 1987-8- 8 academic year are now-availabl- e.
The Intern appointment is
for ten months, from approximately
August 1 to June 1 and is open to .
College of Wooster Graduates who
mostly cloudy today ana" it
Lows both mornings will
Olympics
Continued
Continued from page 5
tournament at Ohio State on April
11. The national tourney will also
be at Ohio State on May 15 and 16.
Area businesses have
supplied financial support for the
event, along with personnel needed
to judge and score the contests.
The contests for the students are
wide ranging, from anatomy to an
egg drop contest to metric
estimation' "All togerhr,Jl24 events
are scheduled for the competition.
The olympiad was designed to be an
alternative to a science fair. The
organizers want the students to
know that science can be fun.
Wooster Geology
Professor, Fred Cropp, the
faculty contact person for the event
was enthusiastic. Cropp stated that
the College's professors in Geology,
Physics, Chemistry and Physical
Education would be on hand "
observing the activities. According
to Cropp, " This helps us find out
about potential students, while they
can find out about our great facilities
and teachers."
will receive their degree no later ;
. than May, 1987, The deadline for
, applications is March 24. An --
information meeting required of all i
.people interested in the Internship
i will be held on Tuesday, March 3 at
9:00pm. in Lowry Center's Faculty ?
Lounge. For further information and'
application forms, interested
' individuals should contact Laura
s KiSian, assistant Dean of Students, :
Babcock 029. - !
will be breezy
there will also be
range from 31 to 36J
or ricia.j.b. government weather forecas
--released from Chicago
7 O'CIock Leadership
Seminar Offered
Voice
Kate Wolfe
Managing Editor, The Wooster
Good leadership is "
important to-an- y organization, but
well-round- ed leaden are hard to find.
Over the next few weeks, the college
is offering a seminar that hopes to
help start, to ;put leaders oiv.th jight
track. The Seven O'CIock Series:
Leadership. Development, and
Education is being presented in a set
of eight lectures. The first two
presentations were already given
with one on Situational Leadership
last night. The next six will be
presented over the next three weeks
of school.
' The series started as an
SAB project, but eventually it
branched out and is now chiefly run
by Cathy Birmingham and Joanna
Putney. The topics of each lecture
were obtained by a survey given to
the one hundred or so members of
the SAB board. The survey
contained a list of possible topics
and the members were to choose four
of those they would have been most
helpful when they first come into
SAB. After compiling the results,
the top four were chosen and added
to them were topics the organizers
considered most valuable.
Birmingham is encouraging
' members of SAB to attend at least
three of the lectures. Their
.
responses to the series will be used
to expand the program next fall.
The entire program isn't
costing the college anything besides
the paper for advertising. The
leaders of each session, students and
other college community members,
have all donated their time.
Two major goals of the
series are to improve leadership
skills and to make the leadership
experience better. Most of the
leaders of campus organizations get
little or no payment for their
dedication. Birmingham feels that
this series is a way to give
something back to those individuals
who give so much to the college
community.
Further information is
avaliable from Birmingham in the
Student Programming and Lowry
Student Center Office. There is an
application form that will enable the
organizers to predict numbers of
attendents and to send out notices
for each seminar to each applicant,
but applications are not required.
The next lecture is this Tuesday,
March 3 in Lowry room 119 at 7
pan. It concerns organizing and
motivating volunteers. Although
the series is geared towards
organizations, it is open to --
everyone on campus, so please
attend.
Vrwce
messy include Body Sewing
(dropping a spoon through every
piece of every team member's
clothing), the Quick-Chang- e relay (a
running relay race where each
member must put on an article of --
clothing, run the relay and then give
the clothing to the next team
member in line), die Pie Sharing
contest (involving the two team
members exempted from the relays I
wonder. why?!), and a College Bowl
Match involving Wooster trivia ...
(What is really in the whipped
potatoes? What do bagpipers wear
under their kilts?).. These four
evenU will take place, tonight from
630-9:0- 0 pm in Lowry Pit
Saturday's events will be held oh the-Qua- d
from 130-4:0- 0. The
.
Tug-of-W- ar contest has a twist on
the traditional Tug-of-W- ar battles of
the. pastthis time the team must
have one member who sings
throughout the entire match. ...Not
only will this provide the rest of us
with a chance to watch a great game,
but we will all be given the
opportunity to hear our fellow
Men of First Section Continue
"The Tradition"
Beta Kappa Phi Scheduled to Run The Annual Heart Classic
David A. Dean
Editor-in-Chi- ef, Tb- - Wootir Voire
SAB To Sponsor Annual " Winter
Olympics"
Alicia Aebersold
NewsFeature Writer, The Woofer
, Snrinff Break seems lieht
.
years away. Summer is beyond :
.
comprehension. Graduation may still
be debatable for some. So it all '
boils down to the fact that we all .
. need something to brighten our day .
and make us smile. Well, today and
tomorrow may bring more than just
.-''"-
a smile to your faceyouH . - v :
"
, probably laugh harder than you have
since last night's Xosby". ;
; Becinninc at 60 tonight until
11:00 pm tomorrow nighC'the5 187
Wooster Winter Olympics will be
providing hilarious entertainment ,
; tor the enure oouege communny. .
r Brought to you by the Recreation y
..' Coramittee of SAB, the Olympics --
will feature various teams of eight
1 people four male, four female:..
; (extra points if a faculty member is --
involved!) -c-ompeting for points far
eight events ' Most of the activities ;
require a great deal of sldllJbr ..
example, the Jello Snarfing Contest
(judged on acoustics as well as
creativity) which will be held
Saturday at 6:30 pm in the Pit.
Other events which won't be quite as
Tradition, a thing of the
past at The College of Wooster. is
alive and well with die men of First
Section, Beta Kappa Phi. Every
spring the road leading to Cleveland
is garnered with Betas clad in all
green giving it their all for the
annual Beta Kappa Phi Heart Fund
Run.
The tradition began sixteen
years ago when First Section and the
Cleveland Chapter of the American
Heart Association created a run from
Wooster to Cleveland to help raise
money for heart reserch.
7
Ncv committee vill
- The CoHeje of Wooster
fca opened new ground in allege , ;
sports in forming the Student
Aeti Advisory Commise. f
'VnZzr the g&? sace of Al Van Wie
and Shelhi rhxr.--i, the roe? hopes
to brie to l:vt epecLii problems ict the aileta m campus.
College Bowl
students singing Twinkle, Twinkle
little Star" or possibly The
Wooster Love Song". Also to be
held on the Quad on Saturday are the
. Broom Hockey Game (five members
of each team must fjarticipate, two
of which must be female) and the
Pyramid Building Contest (to be
judged for talent and originality).
After the previously mentioned Jello
Snarfing Contest, die team with the
most points will be declared the
winner at 11:00 pm at Ichabod's.
Members of die Recreation.
Committee are : Heather Anderson.
Tarai Bailey. Betsy Barrett, Celinda --
Brandt, Kathy Davis, Sue
Hollingshead, Deborah Horn, Shelly
Jones. Jennifer Kellam. Andrew
Melissinos. Greg Peacock. Joanna
.Putney, Kay Schwerzler,
and Jessica Skolnikoff. They are to
be thanked for all of their hard work
in making the Olympics a success!
.
As was mentioned
previously, one of the events in the
Wooster Winter Olympics this year
Each member is required to
collect pledges from the campus
which will be tallied together. The
day of the race, a team of two
runners completes a two mile circut,
stops, gives the "torch" to another
team of two, and rests. This 60 ;
mile circut usually takes about 12
hours to complete and is filled with
exciting scenes of Ohio farmlands,
suburban communities, and city cites
as well.
The run's final destination-i- s
Case Western's Heart
Association's Northest Chapter on
' Vaa Wie fomied the
committee last year, but it is just
now starting to become tfTcciive, ' j
:The omrsittee const f ,
reprcsersfive from every rport. men.
and worr:3, Alcr-- i t" z ? '
does not have tle pawer i i - s
policy, it is ssrvi- - t z t . .stf"
ahcut trzzU t--Si ef t' . t":iz.l::
Ace::;. Vaa V," il .scf
2 llh2 t t S
,-;-
cs il v "I t rve 1 1 a
Regional Team Fares Well
is a College Bowl Match. College
Bowl has always been a successful
program at Wooster. and this year is
no exception. The tournament to be
held in conjunction with the
Olympics is a specially designed
match, since it consists entirely of
Wooster trivia. In state-wi- de
competition, the coordinators of
--College Bowl formulate questions
that are then sent out to all
participating schools however, for
this special competition, the .
questions were designed and written
by College of Wooster senior. Patti
Murphy. Murphy and her successor
as chairperson of the College Bowl
Committee for SAB, sophomore r
Chris Pigge. are both very excited
about the Olympics tournament, '
since it will be die first time that a
College Bowl Match has been '
included in the agenda for the Winter
Olympics. In addition.they are also
very pleased with the success of the
College of Wooster team. The .
Bodies Of Knowledge" at the
regional tournament held last
weekend at Xavier University in
Cincinatti. Led by team captain -
the campus of Case Western Reserve
University. In the past, television .
and radio personalities have featured
the men of First Section on news
clips and interviews. One year the
Case Podiatry School aided those
with sore feet by donating foot
doctors and supplies for those whose
feet were ailing.
Come and support a wormy
cause and at the same time keep :
what little traditon there is at
Wooster alive. Donations may be
made by contacting any member of
First Section by March 30.
nation tzr?vzzs.
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senior James Batman the team , "
consists of senior Toby Magan.
sophomore David LeweUen, and .
senior Wolfgang Hoeschele. The
'
Bodies of Knowledge" participated .
in three matches at regionals. They 7
lost to Ohio State, but easily ' f
defeated Oakland University before ;
struggling through a tough match ? ;
with Kent. They did really well,
especially with Kent.'' Pigge stated.
"It was a toss-u- p until the very end,"
Murphy added. --"Kent barely won
the matchwe think Wooster did a
great job!" Congratulations to team ,
members on their success and ; ,T
'good luck to ; Olympic teams m '
their College Bowl matchups as well '
as the other eventt in the 1987 ,
Wooster Winter Olympics!
t.:s:f th-eV-; ; . ;
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Men's Track Eyes NGAC Crown
Chuck Brady
Swrte Writer, The Wooster Voice
The Wooster men's track
and field team is looking for good
things to happen at the 1987 Indoor
Conference meet this weekend.
They have weathered the short
indoor season well, suffering only
one mid season loss to Denison
University. And with final rankings
out for each event, Wooster looks in
good shape to challenge Denison for
the NCAC title.
The Scot's quest began
back on January 23 at Ohio
Wesleyan with a victory over
Wesleyan and Tri-Stat- e. The
following week Wooster won its
first ever NCAC relays
championship, beating Denison by
18 points, and winning S of 12
events. Denison however, was
competing without 5 --event standout
Scott Shomey. Next the Scots met
in a quadrangular meet at Denison.
Veterans of at least twenty
major league seasons, Mr. Shilts and
Mr. Rayman have carefully studied
the prospects of the 1987 season.
Please do not (NOT) try to
understand or reason with our picks
at home we are professionals. We
know (we think) what we are doing. '
So sit back, relax, put your tray
table to its downright and unlocked
position, and remember that there
are escape hatches next to the wings
of the plane. Oxygen will be
provided in case you happen to feel
faint.
American League East:
Behind the pitching of
Teddy Higuera, and the fast bat of
future AL rookie of the year BJ
Surhoff. the Brewers will be quick
out of the gate and hold on to a
sliort lead at first place throughout
most of the season. However,
automatic 20-ga- me winner Jack
Morris and comeback player of the
year Dan Petry will lead the Tigers
to a rousing finish in first place.
Lance who? Forget him, he's hurt
anyway. The Indians will muddle
hike they always do, shining before
the All-st- ar break, and then folding
Dike an old pee --stained bedsheet in
the waning weeks of the season.
fTHEY WILL NEVER BE IN
(CONTENTION FGR THE
DIVISIONAL TITLE (unless they
win opening day). The Blue Jays
and the Yankees will always be
Wooster s strategy on this day had
changed. It was a day for
experimentation as Wooster's
3-mil-
ers ran the 1500 and 800 meter
events. Milers ran at 600 and 1000
meters and some even competed in
sprints. Add to this the return of
Shomey to the Denison lineup and
Wooster's only loss of the season
was a big one. In the final regular
season meet, Wooster handily
defeated a 5 team field at Kenyon
College.
To win the Conference
trophy this time, the Scots are
going to rely on their depth and
strength of numbers, for they are
likely to produce few individual
winners. The NCAC rankings show
only Todd Fach (3-mil- e) and Tony
Adams (shot put) to be on top of
their respective events, so most of
Wooster's scoring is likely to come
Graham Rayman
Columnist, The Wooster Voice
close to the top. The Orioles will
hold hands with the Indians and
walk into a cold September grave.
"Wait, Mr Shilts, we forget
someone"
"We did? What team is
left?"
"Uhhhhhhhh. Providence?
Cambridge? It's a New England
team, isn't it?"
"I know. It's Boston!"
"Let's just ink them in at
the bottom."
Another American League
pennant winner disappears, not only
from the pennant race, but also
from Baseball reality and life itself.
American League West
Texas, Minnesota, and
Oakland will go down to the wire.
Angels fade, as their false teeth need
servicing. The Mariners will lose
120 games.
AL East AL West
Detroit Texas
Toronto Oakland
New York Minnesota
Milwaukee California
Cleveland Chicago
from 3rd, 4th , and 5th place
finishes. Wooster should however
score well in nearly every event.
In the field events, the
strongest event is the Shot put with'
Tony Adams, Rich CarmeL and John
Miller ranked 1st, 3rd and 4th.
Shawn Madden and Jeff Waugh are in
a three way tie for second in the
Pole Vault Also, the triple jump is
strong with Aubrey Munroe ranked
2nd and LeRoy Reese holding the
6th best mark.
The sprints are one key for
Wooster success this year, but may
also be the weakest component
Chris Shilts and John Mandryk hold
the 2nd and 5th best times in the
conference 60 yard hurdle event, and
Reese is just behind in 7th. Only
Andy Ferlito will represent the Scots
in the 60 yard dash and he is
unranked, but at 300 yards he and
Baseball is in the
7"
DfTUD D :
Christopher Shilts
Sports Editor, The Wooster Voice
Baltimore Kansas City
Boston Seattle
National League East
Cubby fans beware! You're
too close with the Boston fans.
You're going nowhere, youll never
go anywhere. Last place for ever and
ever and ever Every year, there is
a useless team from the year before
that for no reason at all decides to
win. This year, it's Pittsburgh.
Bonds, Ray, and Pena will motivate
this cellar-dwelle- r, and make them
play over their heads. Rick
Reuschel, 20 game winner? Nan,
probably not. but who cares. The
Mets will win most of their games,
and all of their fights with Houston
mobs afterwards. But Schmidt, and
pitchers Rawley and Carmen, and
Juan Samuel and Rick Schu (each of
whom will have outstanding years)
and the Phillies will be hot on the
Mets' heels for most of the year, but
will fall short in the end.
National League West
The team of the year will
Aubrey Munroe are ranked 4th and
6th respectively. Terry Carter holds
Wooster's top spot at 400 yards,
good for 4th place rank, and at 600
yards Munroe is again Wooster's
favored competitor with the third
fastest time in the NCAC.
Wooster's two relays show great
promise, displaying an
aspect of Wooster's depth. The 880
relay is ranked 3rd and the mile
relay 2nd, both are only seconds
behind Denison.
For the distance events,
Wooster's strength is the 3 --mile.
Todd Fach is ranked 1st by more
than 30seconds. Fellow Scots Paul
Fleming and Chris Trivers are 7th
and 8th behind him. At the mile
Bob Jones and Dave Dubin, in 7th
and 8th are expected to do well as
two of the top conference milers are
running other events. The 1000
air...
be the San Francisco Giants.
Manager Roger Craig(the real reason
why the Tigers won in 84) will
guide a steady ship of deckhands
like Chris Brown, Mike Krukow,
Bob Brenly, Robby Thompson, Jeff
Leonard, and Will Clark to their best
record since the New York days at
the Polo Grounds. The Batter's box
will look like a small ocean when
Krukow, LaCoss, Downs, and Grant
step to the mound. This year,
finally, they'll all be healthy.
NL East NL West
New York San Francisco
Philadelphia Houston
St. Louis Cincinatti
Pittsburgh --
Montreal
Los Angeles
San Diego
Cubbies!! Atlanta
Disappointment of the Yean
Roger Clemens(reoccurring
arm injuries)
Disappointment Per Money:
Wade Boggs
Biggest Jerk On TV:
Pete Rose
yard race is wide open. Gene Toy
represents Wooster's fastest time,
ranking 4th, and Chuck Brady's
1000 meter time puts him right in
the race. Brady also holds the
Wooster's top 880 yard time for 3rd,
and he is joined by Vance Russell
currently ranked 8th. Working to
Wooster's advantage in the distance
events is the fact that the toughest --
competition comes Case Western
and Oberlin rather than Denison.
The two days of
competition begin on friday at Ohio
Wesleyan. The Scots have a
difficult job cut out for them, but
they are blessed with few injuries
and a lot of committed, hard
working athletes, each hoping to
take a conference championship into
the upcoming outdoor season.
Most Colorful Losers:
Cubbies
Best Player Per Lack Of Hair:
Spike Owen
Future Expansion Teams:
Denver, Vancouver, Miami, and
Lincoln, Nebraska
AL Champs: Texas beats
Detroit in seven
NL Champs: Giants beat
Mets in six; Dykstra elected
Goat this time
World Champ: Giants in five
That's the way it's going td
be. If you don't like it, call your
Congressman.
"Well, Mr Rayman, it has
been nice working with you. Your
pregnizance of thjs altruistic
post-vern- al equinox endeavor has
been most enjoyable. I look
forward to partaking in social
intercourse with you, perchance, in
the game of life at a dark, rust
encrusted, stadium dinosaur."
"As Shakespeare once
wrote. Tis the Ludus, in all its
splendor, that doth make life so
sweet."
(Hands clasp, and both
bow, as audience throws cash gifts.)
(Exit Mr. Rayman and Mr.
Shilts biting their thumbs at the
masses)
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Basketball Season Closes for the Scots
Graham Rayman
Columnist, The Wrtgr Voice
When the Scot's playoff
game versus die Kenyon Lords
began, no one thought it would be
what it became. It turned into one
of the best games of the year, went
-- into triple overtime, and pushed all
those playing into a higher skill
level. The teams went at it for 55
minutes; and when it was over
Kenyon had won 68-6- 6. The stars
of the game were many and varied: .
Pete Losee who played nearly the
whole time, Rob Peterson who
braved a bad first and second half to
come through in the overtimes,
Mike Cbrien who played
consistently througout the game.
Matt Hiestand whose two big
baskets in the second overtime tied
North Coast Athletic Conference Track
Championship Update
Men Women
Two-tim- e champion
Dcnison University is once again
the favorite to win the Nonh Coast
Athletic Conference title in men's
indoor track, the rest of the
Conference Case Western Reserve
University and The College, of
Wooster in particular is ready to
give the Big Red a fight, though. .
the championship meet is scheduled
for this Friday and Saturday,
February 27 and 28, in the Richard
Gordon field House at Ohio
Wesleyan University in Delaware,
Ohio.
Returning champ DENISON
UNIVERSITY will again rely on its
depth to rack up the necessary
points for a championship. Coach
Bob Shannon doesn't expect the
title to be won easily, however.
"Wooster, of course, has the overall
strength," he stated, "and Case has
outstanding distance. So we're
looking for outstanding
performances from our returners and
some help from our freshmen if we
want to maintain out title hopes."
Shannon's ace in" the hole
is junior All-Americ- an Scott
Shomey (Wheaton, TL who will
defend his title in five events (long
jump, triple jump, 60--. 3-- and
440-yar- d dashes). "We're fortunate
to have Shomey returning for us,"
Shannon said, "and we expect him
to do basically what he did a year
sgo."
The Big Red's talent
continues with at least eight
returning placers from last year,
they include: sophomore high
jumper Ed Stoll (Lakewood. OH); a
pair of pole vaulters, sophomore
Skip Nordoff (CarmeL IN) and senior
the game when the Scott were less
than a minute away from
elimination, Gary Meszaros
who ran the Scot offense with a .
"
senior's cool. And what about the
Kenyon side: Dave Mitchell who
put Kenyon up by four with a minute
left in the second overtime. Nelson
Morris who put Kenyon up two in
the third overtime, and men hit the
game-winni- ng basket, Mark Day
who came out of nowhere to hit foul
shot after clutch foul shot, and Paul
Baier who braved a horrendous
injury, and came on the court and
played. There was even excitement
at halftime, as Tony Harris finally
hit a half-cou- rt shot, and won a neat
prize.
John Blakeslee (Pepper Pike, OH);
Scott Halliday (Columbus, OH), a
senior co-capta- in; junior sprinters
Neal Wilson (Atlanta, GA) and
Jimmy Stout (Mountain Top, PA);
another senior co-capta- in, hurdler
John Emmons (Kettering, OH); and
sophomre two-mil- er Dan Coffman
(Durhamm, NC).
Newcomers, such as a
sophomore high jumper Brad
Ellington (Greenwich, CT) will be
key to the Big Red's title defense.
"We hope some of our freshmen will
be able to help us," said Shannon,"
like Alan Marshall (Baltimore, MD)
and Rashid Taylor (Cleveland, OH).
In the distances we have Jim Napier
(North Royal ton, OH). Glenn Ford
(Pittsburgh. PA), Kevin Racek
(Winchester, MA) and Kayvan Malek
(Madison, WI). they should help us
someplace in those middle distances
events." .
CASE WESTERN RESERVE
UNIVERSITY assistant
coach Jerry Harbak thinks the
Spartans are ready to give the big
Red run for their money. "We
should be able to challenge for the
championship," he said. . "Our chief
competition, of course, is Denison.
We're going to need some help,
''because they have a little more
depth than we do. but they're strong
where we're weak and we're strong
where they're weak."
Harbak is looking to-- his
experienced performers to lead the
way. Senior Simon Chan
(Youngstown, OH), die second-plac- e
finisher a year ago in the long jump
and triple jump, " should be able to
challenge Shomey," Harbak added.
The first half was very low
scoring. From the 10 minute mark
until 6:42 left, the score stayed at
18-- 9. Scott. Throughout the first
half, the Scott played very good
defense, and ran their offense well, .
led by the play of Losee, Cbrien,
and John Mead. Both teams pressed
extensively throughout the game.
Only the Lord's extra foul shots kept
them in the game at 25-2- 0.
Early in the second half,
the Lords put on a run and found '..
.
themselves down by one, 29-2- 8,
with 15 minutes left. Then Losee '
took command, hitting two straight
jumpers, after a nice lob from
Meszaros to Cbrien. and the Scott
were back up by five. But Kenyon
A depleted band of Wooster
Scotties will defend their North
Coast Athletic Conference indoor
women's track championship this
weekend, but don't expect them to
give up without a fight! "We won't
concede it," said Wooster coach
Craig Penney, "Whoever wins it will
have to earn it." The Championship
meet is scheduled for this Friday and
Saturday, February 27 and 28, in
Richard Gordon Field House at Ohio
Wesleyan University in Delaware,
Ohio.
THE COLLEGE OF
WOOSTER's troops "should be
probablyy 95 of where we should
be for the ( championship ) meet,"
said Penney. "It's going to be
tough to defend the title, because our
numbers are down due to a couple of
injuries. Well need excellent
performances from all of our
athletes."
Penney will turn to a
couple of returning champions to
lead die way. Univer Bukhala (
Nairobi. Kenya ) returns to defend
the triple jump title she won last
year as a sophomore. "She should
be right in there." said Penney.
ItH be her first meet since last
year's naitonals. but she should be
ready to go." Stephanie Kazmierski
(Allen town. PA) is the defending
champ in the --440. "We're not sure
where we're going to run her yet,
probably the long sprints," Penney
added, "And Chris Mushett (freshman
from Sandusky, OH) in die shot put
will be getting some points we
didn't have last year."
Permey's pick to win the
title , "just due to their numbers," is
ALLEGHENY COLLEGE. The Lady
did'nt give up. Nelson Morris hit
two three pointers in a row. and the
Lords took the lead 47-4- 6. Then :
Day hit two foul shots and a lay-u- p
to make the score. 51-4- 6.
With 1:13 left, Obrien hit
a lay-u- p to make , the score 52-4- 9.
Then Peterson diopped one from
three-poi- nt land to tie the score. He
then stole the ball, with :12 left, and
had a chance to win the game right
there. But his ten-foot- er missed at --
the buzzer.
Each team scored six
points in the first OT. Gary
Meszaros had a chance to win it but
missed with :16 left In the second
OT, Kenyon went up by four, only
to see the lead dismigrate through
Gators were fourth in the NCAC
inaugural year, jumped to second last
year, and are poised to take the title
from Wooster if the opportunity
presents itself. Coach Alison
Stanford has three returning titlists
senior Sandie Starr (Valencia, PA)
in the shot put, junior Chris Dudek
(Rochester, NY) in the two-mil- e and
sophomore Jennifer Shaver
(Rochester, NY) .in the mile.
Although Dudek hasn't competed.
Shaver has the fastest times in the
Conference in the ile and the
two-mi- le so far, and is also a
two-tim- e NCAC champion in cross
country. Starr is also leading the
NCAC qualifiers in her event, with a
long throw of 39'8", more than five
feet further than her closest
competitor. Also in Allegheny's
favor, as Penney alluded, is their
depth. as they have more than one
qualifier in several events,
particularly the distances.
Coach Marv Frye of OHIO
WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY
can sympathise with Permey's
plight, as the Bishops are ailing as
wen. NCAC champs two years ago.
the Bishops fell to third last year
and are hoping to hang on to that
spot. It's difficult to say how well
do," said Frye. "We've had some
injuries and sickness. If we can get
them all together, we're hoping to
be in the top three. But we've got
to get some people healthy again."
Frye singled out a trio from
Connecticut he expects to do well:
junior Shannon West (Old Lyme,
CT) in the 60, 300 and 440; senior
Julie Hock (Orange. CT). who
"should place very high in both the
the stellar play of Hiestand. It
ended with Kenyon missing the final
' shot, -- w, ,
' In the i third OT. after "
Morris' foul shots, which put
Kenyon up by two. Losee stole
pass, and Mead hit die tying bucket
with :48 left-Th- enon a short turnaround
with 30 left. Morris scored on
a fifteen footer. The Scott had one
. final chance to tie. but HiestawTs
'
shot dribbled off the rim.
One team had to
win"--That old cliche somehow rings
hollow. .
600 and 880." according to Frye;
and senior Jackie Brown (Windsor,
CT) who "is strong in both the long
jump and triple jump," Frye added.
"We've also got a AA state
champ in the hurdles with the fastest
time in the Conference in Miriam
.
Hoffman," he said, "and she's only
run once. And both relay teams
should be good but then again , it
depends on who's healthy."
OBERUN COLLEGE may
be the dark horse in the race this
year. Fourth-plac- e finishers a year
ago, the Yeowomen have qualifiers
in a majority of the events, and
several are in the top two or three
so far this year. "We have quite a
bit of strength in the two-mile- ."
stated coach Mary Culhane. Right
behind Allegheny's Jennifer Shaver
in both the mile and two-mil- e is
Laura Vimmerstedt. a sophomore
(wooster. OH), and fellow soph
Betsy Glenn (Vernon, CT) is also
among die top four in bom events.
"Leanne FindeU
(sophomore from Durham. NC) is
leading in the 100 and we expect her
to do very wen," added Culhane.
"and our relay is third right sow and
ought to do alright." Culhane also
has the 1986 champ in the 60 and
300 Carta McMillan (sophomore
front Shaker Heights. OH) to rely .
on, although "she hasn't run in the
300 yet so I don't know what wheV
going to do at the championship
meet," Culhane said. Junior shot
putter Rachel Hazen (Westen. MA)
set an Oberlin record in the shot put
this year and sophomore Sarah
Appleby (Middlesex. NJ) is another
multi-eve- n performer in the 300 and
It'seJevenpjn.
Doyoulaiowdiereyoiirpqieri?
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ir
Yes.
Greyhound ives you
abreakon SpringBreak.
zO Round trip. Anywhere we go.Ill J This Sprirrj Break, if ycu andyour friends are thirtcLng about
'C J heading to the slopes, reach orjust hare for a --visit. Greyhound
can take you there!
Tictets on sale through AHClL 26, 1987.
Travel MET be OOHEUD by hKY 12, 1957.
KET naaii. a W.TD mUfrp student' I.D. card.
VCOSEER BUS --
425 South hfertet Street
262-03-41
Let's be real. Compare the equipment she's using to yours. If you
were both trying to tunnel through a mountain, she'd have a bulldozer
and you'd have a shrimp fork.
Don't despair. Your problem is already half-solve- d. For a limited
time, you can buy an Apple Macintosh"' Plus or a Macintosh 512K
Enhanced computer with Microsoft Works for less money.
Which is wonderful.
You get a Macintosh, with its speed, ease of use, and graphics
capability. Plus, you get a software program that lets you use all this
Macintosh power in all your subjects.
Microsoft Works is not just one program, it's four integrated pro-
grams: word processing, data base management, spreadsheet with
charting, and communications.
Meaning you can put charts in your history essays. Spreadsheets in
your economics papers. Call Dowjones NewsRetrieval at 2:00 am. to
get the facts for your journalism story due at 8:00 a.m.
So if you're taking more than one subject this semester, you should
check out Macintosh and Microsoft Works.
But don't wait till the eleventh hour. This offer will end soon.
And your paper might stay out all night
Jm 7
Macintosh and Microsoft
Applications for
Year Book Editor are now
at the front desk
If jou would like to apply for the position of
Yearbook Editor please submit your
application by March 1 at 4:00 pm. Applications
should he submitted to Deborah Hilty, Chairperson of the
Publications Committee. No experience is needed for
the position, you will be trained by the present
Index Editors. Joint application for
the position will be accepted. Questions concerning the
' responsibilities of a yearbook editor
- should be addressed to
Brian Marshall ( Box 2202)
.
- or
Aggie Belt ( Box 2731 )
